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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Place Portage in context of three communities: the academic library community, the DRI, and the RDMI communityDescribe the mandate of PortageShift to the tag line for Portage: shared stewardship of research data and talk about areas over which we share stewardship collaboratively with othersThen address the value proposition of Portage to the library community and the wider RDMI communitySome background on Portage; our origins, mandates, and where we are headedI would like to address those of us engaged in the stewardship of the research record, including research administrators, those supporting ethic boards, facilitation officers, those providing IT services, and librarians supporting researchers.I have some examples of some early returns from our involvement in RDM. Their overall significance may seem small at this stage but I see them as harbingers of good things to come.2013 Dec ARCSep 2014 renamed ARC to Portage; Feb 2015 initial organizational framework document; May 2015 Transition DocumentPortage brings a new role for CARL with RDM; this is the role of shared stewardship of research data.I’m going to discuss three areas of stewardship in the context of RDM:stewardship of contextstewardship of the research processstewardship of relationships



Outline 
• CARL’s engagement in research data management in 

recent years 
• Where the CARL Portage Network fits within the 

research data ecosystem in Canada 

• The organization of Portage and its start-up 
accomplishments  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portage is a shared, coordinated library response to a multi-faceted problem, trying to do some bottom up solutions, national gap-filling, etc.  be sure to quickly cover its scope, governance, accomplishments, relationships, challenges, plansmulti-faceted: levels: project, institution, network�multiple stakeholders: local, national, globalfederatedProblem: more than oneNeglect of valuable digital assets : haven’t built the infrastructure to support the stewardship of research data at an institutional level. I’ve been asked repeatedly about scalability required to support research data (interestingly not the sustainability) Funding agencies are looking upon data sharing as a way of receiving greater return on investment for the public money spend on the production of data : researchers need institutional infrastructure to share their data : hasn’t been in place in CanadaThe Agencies believe that research data collected with the use of public funds belong to the fullest extent possible in the public domain, available for reuse by others, and they strongly support the creation of a robust and efficient environment for data stewardship in Canada and internationally.New data-intensive research needs well curated research data that are accessible : trying to build collections that can be reused and combine to create new data : solving a need for a new methodology (impact assessment) : “Undiscovered Public Knowledge” Don Swanson in the ‘80s : Monday I heard the newest version of this in bio-genetic research : find all relationships discovered between a gene and health conditions : identify gaps and explore themEnhanced scholarly communications by linking research data to the publications in which they have been used as evidence : enabling reproducible results Operationally, we are trying to introduce practices that generate workflows with an opportunity to manage the curation of data with as many automated steps as possible : automate metadata production : format control : technology migration 



1. CARL’s engagement in RDM 
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Timeline of engagement 
○ 2009 (Nov): Workshop introducing research data management to 

librarians 

○ 2010-2011: Research Data Management Infrastructure funding 
application 

○ 2013 (Jan): Workshop on planning research data management 
services 

○ 2013 (Dec): ARC pilot 

○ 2014 (Sep): Progress review of Federated Pilot projects 

○ 2015 (Apr-May): Framework and transition plan from pilot to 
operating network 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CARL members, who are also members of the Association of Research Libraries, have been involved in RDM since the ARL e-Science report in 2006 and subsequently the e-Science Institute starting in 2011. I spoke at a recent event where the moderator said that libraries were just getting into data. Actually, CARL has a longer history in RD than its decision to establish Portage last year.2009’s workshop was in anticipation of forming a working group to develop a proposal for infrastructure funding.This group worked on the proposal from 20 months spanning 2010-2011, in advance of the funding envelope being announced. When it was announced, it was for vertical funding which resulted in CARL not entering the competition. Nevertheless, the model was identified and stakeholder communities contacted and supporters aligned. The CARL RDMI workshop in 2013 introduced library managers to RDM and the planning for RDM services. ARC was a pilot to coordinate RDM infrastructure and service development from institutional and regional consortia projects. This accelerated with the Jan 2014 national Digital Research Infrastructure summit. CARL joined with RDC to develop some pilots demonstrating that partnerships could be established in Canada to assemble RDM infrastructure and to identify gaps. Nine months into the ARC project, Portage was identified as a more formal commitment by CARL to RDM. 



2. Canada’s RDM ecosystem 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a crowded space with many stakeholders.In Canada there is no clear mandate based on policy for roles. 



Portage Principles 
• Research data are a public good 
• Intelligent access: openness, with respect for privacy 
• Collaborative approaches: cost savings and shared expertise 
• Inclusiveness: aim to serve all researchers and create a more 

level playing field 
• Commitment to standards and interoperability 
• International relationships: liaise internationally and ensure 

Portage keeps pace with international practices 
• Respect for differences: flexibility to meet the needs of 

different regions, institutions, and disciplines 
• Open source: Tools will be contributed back to the community 
• Stewardship: a sense of responsibility for managing research 

data over the long term 
                                                    December 2013 
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Other RDM principles 
Tri-agency Statement of 
Principles on Digital Data 
Management 

• Canadian Institutes of Health 
Research 

• Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research 
Council of Canada 

• Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research 
Council of Canada  

• January 2016 

Research Data Management 
in Canadian Universities: A 
statement of principles  
○ Research Data Canada and 

Vice-presidents of Research 
from the U15 

○ March 2016 



Bottom-up approach 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking for a stable platform upon which to build RDMI from the bottom-up. Seeing this emerge in the past 24 months with the Tri-agency Statement of Principles on Digital Data Management; Open Government Directive: Open Science, Open Data. University research record policies.Serendipitously, a bottom-up experience kicked in starting in July 2010.  Now, this wasn’t the first experience for bottom-up development.  This experience was slightly different however in that it was specifically about building a network to preserve the research data arising from the Canada-funded projects in the IPY.Fast tracking this development, the IPY Data Assembly Centre Network demonstrated that a cross-sector multi-institutional partnership can build the necessary infrastructure to preserve research data.  Policies need to be in place however to legitimize the infrastructure.  Yesterday, the question was asked, “By what authority do you have for RDC activities?”  Policies help provide the authority.  The emphasis on policy is shown here.



Is there a best level to collaborate? 

Portage aims to provide 
infrastructure and services 
at the levels of the 
research project, the 
institution, and the network.  

By network, we mean 
collaborating in regional 
and national partnerships. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q. Should RDM be addressed only by individual domains or disciplines of study?A. While domains have significant roles to play in defining and promoting data standards and practices among their own research communities, there are also common infrastructure needs that could be supported nationally and shared across domains. Without this sharing of infrastructure, the most likely outcome will be large service gaps across the country and an uneven playing field across domains.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The four regional library consortia are particularly important to Portage’s view of RDM. Each consortia consists of representation of the library directors from academic institutions in a region. The consortia include all CARL member institutions plus those not in CARL, providing a more comprehensive coverage of the academic research community. These consortia have a history of working together and in sharing resources. In some instances, they bring together a specific jurisdiction (e.g., Ontario and Quebec) or bridge jurisdictions (CAUL and COPPUL). They have governance structures, have demonstrated to be sustainable, and had developed trust within the library community. For Portage to be successful in RDM, the library consortia are a critical factor for the development and deployment of infrastructure and services.PORTAGE HAS ITS GENESIS FROM THE REGIONAL REPRESENTATION iN PROJECT ARC. WE SEE PORTAGE BEING VERY MUCH AN OFFSPRING OF OUR REGIONAL LIBRARY ORGANIZATIONS. CARL has taken the lead to provide the 2 to 3 incubation period to get Portage established but Portage is viewed very much to be based on our four regional library organizations.NOT IN COMPETITION WITH REGIONAL LIBRARY ORGANIZATIONS nor with individual institutions. The stronger our regional organizations and individual institutions become in RDM, the stronger Portage will become.This is our own small ecosystem. We are dependent on one another to accomplish the mission of Portage and the shared stewardship of research data.Leveraging development within regional library organizationsArchivematica enhancements through UAL, UBC, SFUScholars Portal developmentsInstitutional developments- DMP Online installation at UAL



Shared stewardship at the institutional level 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as policy, digital data management, like research,  needs an integrated institutional responseInclude librarians and digital data professionals on REB.Consult early and often with REBs and libraries on data collection, use and management issuesInvolve IT, libraries, graduate studies, research services and research ethics



CANADA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CARL: InstitutionalCAGS: Institutional & Association for Services provided to GSCAREB: ProfessionalCARA: ProfessionalSocieties: Professionals & Federations of societiesCANARIE: service provides organized regionally; institutionalAs well as policy, digital data management, like research,  needs an integrated institutional responseInclude librarians and digital data professionals on REB.Consult early and often with REBs and libraries on data collection, use and management issuesInvolve IT, libraries, graduate studies, research services and research ethics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as policy, digital data management, like research,  needs an integrated institutional responseInclude librarians and digital data professionals on REB.Consult early and often with REBs and libraries on data collection, use and management issuesInvolve IT, libraries, graduate studies, research services and research ethics



3. Portage Network RDM 
Framework 
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Portage Network Research Data Management Framework 
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Network of Expertise 
Kirchner, Diaz, Henry, Fliss, Culshaw, Gendron, and 
Cawthorne (2015) examined the use of the centre of 
excellence model to provide digital information services to 
multiple institutions. They introduced a new model that they call 
“networks of expertise.” 

This approach applies a community-building strategy and 
brings together experts with complementary skills for a 
limited time to address a particular issue. Furthermore, it 
keeps experts at local institutions by relying on an active 
network to address issues across a spectrum of institutions. 

Portage adopted this approach for its operations.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joy Kirchner, et.al. The Center of Excellence Model for Information Services. Council on Library and Information Resources (2015).



Portage Network of Expertise 
Capitalize on the research data management expertise 
and services in libraries.  

● Expert Groups currently operational  

○ Data Management Plan Expert Group 

○ Data Preservation Expert Group 

○ Data Discovery Expert Group 

○ RDM Learning Expert Group 

● Expert Groups forthcoming 

○ Data Curation Expert Group 

○ Ethics and Data Expert Group 
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Infrastructure platforms and tools  
Develop RDM platforms and tools through partnerships 
and memoranda of understanding.  

● Current partnerships in place or nearly signed  

○ DMP Assistant (UAL-CARL) 

○ National Research Data Repository Prototype (CC-CARL) 

○ Preservation Pipeline (CC-OCUL/SP-CARL) 

○ Dataverse-to-Archivematica middleware (OCUL/SP-CARL) 

● Forthcoming 
○ PREFER: Policy Format Register 
○ Federated data discovery system 
○ Data curators toolkit 
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Common ground with 
ARL SHARE 



Stakeholder engagement 
Build a community of practice for research data 
management through well established working 
relationships among stakeholders across research 
sectors. 

○ Regional library consortia 

○ Individual academic libraries 

○ Academic RDM stakeholders, e.g., VPR’s, REBs, Scholarly 
Associations, Networks of Centres of Excellence 

○ Other RDM stakeholders, e.g., Research Data Canada, 
Leadership Council for Digital Infrastructure 
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Portage communications  
and operations 

Provide operational support for Portage. 

○ CARL staff: Director, Consultant, Project Officer 

○ Governance Steering Committee 

○ Fifteen member committee: four regional library consortia + 
eight key stakeholders + two MOU partners  

○ First meeting was held April 25, 2016 

○ Communications 
○ Portage website launched April 15, 2016 
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https://portagenetwork.ca 
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https://portagenetwork.ca


Thank you 
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